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摘  要 
I 




































The elevator field start to redeploy due to the nowadays economy crisis. The price 
competition become comparatively drastic. Quality becomes a new focus point of the 
market. In order to solve the issues existing in the Prsymiangroup, author analyzed the 
both internal and external circumstances, points out the issues the company is having and 
comes up with the solutions as well.   
The thesis firstly illustrated the background and the purpose of studying the problem. 
In chapter 2, the theory and method of the study are point out. In the next chapter the 
existing problems were clarified and come up with the related countermeasures in the 
chapter 5. Lastly the conclusion and suggestion were described in the last chapter.  
Based on the nowadays circumstance in terms of the market and field situation for 
BU elevator of P Group, which was deeply studied and then the related problems were 
come up with after analysis. Low customer satisfaction, slow reaction of the customer 
requested improvement projects, process and COPQ issues, supplier quality non-stability 
issue and the quality system operation problem. To sum up, firstly, it is the strategy 
problem. Secondly, it is the process and procedure management issue. Finally, it has the 
execution problem. The DMAIC approach derived from six sigma management was 
applied to the whole problem analyzing and resolving processes, coincide with fishbone 
chart investigation method case analysis etc. As the conclusion of the thesis as well as the 
countermeasures to the stated problems in the preceding part of the text were illustrated 
below in terms of the aimed three perspectives. Firstly, remake the strategic policy of the 
new year. Aimed at customer satisfaction, risk management and continuous improvement. 
Secondly, to set up related targets accordingly and optimize the existing methodologies 
and tools as well as the procedures. Tangible and challenged target setup is important. 
Finally, emphasized the importance of the training and incentive policy, meanwhile the 
audit that is considered as the important feedback method is described in detail. The 
countermeasures aimed at the problems are applicable and targeted. On the other hand, 
hopefully it can be also beneficial and helpful for other companies, who encountered 
similar problem in China.  
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第一章  绪论 































保有量为 700 人/台，发达国家的水平为 100-200 人/台。根据数据统计我国 2012 年














































































关于 P 集团电梯事业部中国区质量问题的研究 
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图 2-1  战略管理过程 
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图 2-2 六西格玛管理方法论[4] 











描述 Y 和确定 X 
确定关键 X 
优化 Y= f(X) 
 
确定改进 X 的方案 
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